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ABSTRACT

Localization of passive seismic sources is crucial for real-time monitoring of hy-
draulic fracturing. Using the similarity of diffraction imaging and passive seis-
mic imaging, we propose a method that uses path-integral formulation to apply
diffraction-type migration on time-shifted microseismic records and to focus seis-
mic energy focuses at correct onsets and accurate locations in time coordinates.
An efficient workflow is applied to do path-integral migration based on analytical
integration. Passive seismic sources can be additionally highlighted by envelope
stacking. Numerical experiments with synthetic data verify the effectiveness of
the proposed method.

INTRODUCTION

Microseismic monitoring is a technique that can provide real-time information about
subsurface stimulated fracture networks. Microseismic data analysis involves passive
seismic source localization (Maxwell, 2014). The traditional method is arrival-time
inversion with traveltime picking adopted from global earthquake seismology (Warpin-
ski et al., 1998; Gibowicz and Kijko, 2013). However, traveltimes can be difficult to
pick (Duncan and Eisner, 2010). Alternative source localization methods without
traveltime picking have been suggested, including the method described by Rentsch
et al. (2007, 2010) and inspired by Gaussian-beam migration, time reversal imaging
(Gajewski and Tessmer, 2005; Artman et al., 2010) and diffraction moveout stacking
(Kao and Shan, 2004; Gajewski et al., 2007).

Conventional assumption for time-reversal microseismic localization is based on
wave-equation imaging with densely sampled data and a known velocity. However,
sparse downhole geophones and subjective velocity estimation both involve random-
ness which interferes with wavefield reconstruction and degrades the accuracy of
source localizations (Sava, 2011). Complementarily, surface-sensor networks can be
denser and more portable than borehole sensors, which resolves the problem of re-
ceivers sparsity; a surface network can be designed and optimized with the given
aperture and fold requirements (Duncan and Eisner, 2010). Yet the surface network
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is still sensitive to velocity errors under conventional depth imaging methods (Eisner
et al., 2009).

As noted by Kao and Shan (2004) and Gajewski et al. (2007), passive seismic
events can be focused by diffraction-type migration because of their similarity to
diffractions in zero-offset sections. Migration applied on time-delayed data resembles
reverse wavefield propagation, in which signals focus at source locations and true
activating times. Microseismic monitoring can benefit from migration-based detection
techniques that obtain a high value of the stack along the moveout curve, which
overcomes the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the unstacked data (Chambers et al.,
2010; Duncan and Eisner, 2010; Gharti et al., 2010; Bradford et al., 2013). Recently,
Anikiev et al. (2013) and Staněk et al. (2015) suggested source mechanism correction
combined with diffraction stacking in microseismic imaging.

Path-integral imaging provides an efficient way to image diffractions in time co-
ordinates without velocity picking and produces a velocity independent image of the
subsurface (Landa et al., 2006). Methodology of path-integral diffraction imaging
(Burnett et al., 2011) is summation of a set of constant velocity images, generated by
velocity continuation (Fomel, 2003b); in time domain, diffraction apices remain sta-
tionary whereas diffraction flanks change their shape. Stacking superimposes diffrac-
tion apices constructively and cancels flanks. An efficient workflow for path-integral
imaging that combines velocity continuation and summation within analytical inte-
gration was recently proposed by Merzlikin and Fomel (2015). This method only
requires a crude velocity range as a constraint instead of detailed velocity estimation.
Furthermore, time-domain migration itself is not sensitive to prior velocity models
(Fomel, 2014), and velocity analysis can be performed using double path-integral
formulation (Schleicher and Costa, 2009; Merzlikin and Fomel, 2015).

In this paper, we propose to apply path-integral time-domain migration in a sim-
ilar direct analytical way on microseismic data for imaging of passive sources. Prior
estimation of the velocity model is not required. Instead, only a rough velocity range
is necessary. The unknown activation times can be scanned since passive seismic
energy will focus at true times and locations. This resembles the focusing of energy
in back propagation wave process. We use synthetic data experiments to test the
proposed method.

METHODOLOGY

In a microseismic data stream recorded by surface sensor networks, both excitation
time and location of the source are unknown. An additional unknown factor, ve-
locity, is involved and determined by estimation or prior information. Based on a
specified velocity model, conventional imaging processes can be performed. In seis-
mic diffraction imaging, path-integral time-domain migration (Burnett et al., 2011)
bypasses velocity model construction and directly focuses hyperbolic events at source
locations, if the onsets of the events are correctly compensated.
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Efficient path-integral diffraction migration

Velocity continuation describes vertical and lateral shifts of time-migrated events un-
der the change of migration velocity. The continuous process in a zero-offset isotropic
case is described by equation (Claerbout, 1986; Fomel, 2003b):

∂2P

∂t∂v
+ vt

∂2P

∂x2
= 0. (1)

Applying double-Fourier transform after time warpping σ = t2, the solution for equa-
tion 1 can be expressed as (Fomel, 2003a):

P̃ (k,Ω, v) = P̃0(k,Ω)e
−ik2v2

16Ω , (2)

where v is migration velocity, Ω is the Fourier dual of σ and k is wavenumber. The
input zero-offset stack P̃0(k,Ω) is transformed to a constant velocity time migrated im-
age P̃ (k,Ω, v). Burnett and Fomel (2011) provide an extension to the 3-D anisotropic
case.

The path-integral formulation creates velocity independent images (Landa et al.,
2006) in time domain; the formulation of velocity-weighted path-integral of VC images
is:

I(t, x) =

∫ vb

va

W (v)P (t, x, v) dv, (3)

where W (v) is the velocity-weighting function used to fine-tune velocity constraints
formed by va and vb.

Efficient workflow of the integral above, proposed by Merzlikin and Fomel (2015),
is integrating velocity analytically in the double-Fourier domain. For example, an
unweighted integral takes the form:
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which turns path-integral into an analytical filter in double-Fourier domain. Velocity-
weighting function with analytical forms can be included also in this integral.

The efficient path-integral time migration workflow for passive seismic data imag-
ing can be summarized as:

1. Apply different time shifts τ to passive seismic data to cancel onsets; all oper-
ations afterwards are done for each constant τ slice.

2. Apply σ = t2 time warpping to t-x-τ domain data.

3. Double-FFT transform from σ-x-τ domain to Ω-k-τ domain.
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4. Apply equation 4 to build the filter in the double-Fourier domain.

5. Apply the filter in last step to Ω-k-τ data.

6. Inverse FFT and inverse time warpping into t-x-τ image.

Because the path-integral filtering is implemented in Ω-k-τ domain independently
without data communication, all computations can be performed efficiently and in
parallel.

Imaging condition: envelope stacking

In microseismic imaging, the objects of imaging are source locations. Recently, Sun
et al. (2015) and Nakata and Beroza (2016) proposed a cross-correlation imaging con-
dition for time reverse microseismic imaging; Trojanowski and Eisner (2016) reviewed
imaging conditions based on diffraction stacking method, including envelope stacking
imaging condition suggested by Gharti et al. (2010).

In the proposed workflow, we first extend passive seismic dataD(t, x) into a shifted
domain D(t, x, τ), in which τ represents the source onset time:

D(t, x, τ) = D(t+ τ, x). (5)

For each τ slice of D(t, x, τ), we apply diffraction imaging to image passive seismic
events, resulting in image I(t0, x0, τ).

In the image volume I(t0, x0, τ) created by path-integral time-domain migration,
we apply envelope stacking along τ axis so that sources can be highlighted at their true
location in time coordinates. Phase information is not discarded in this case because
migration is applied before envelope stacking. Additionally, we apply a Laplacian
sharpening operator in the image domain after envelope stacking to emphasize the
maxima for easier visual picking.

After spatial localization of passive seismic sources, each time-delay trace is ex-
tracted from image volume I(t0, x0, τ) at position (t0, x0), showing the activation time
of each source.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Our first synthetic example consists of four isolated passive seismic events in a con-
stant velocity (1.5km/s) media, shown in Figure 1 The sources are activated at 0.5s,
0.6s, 0.8s and 0.9s, from left to right. Amplitudes of the sources increase from left to
right. Note that the 2nd source (0.6s) and 3rd source (0.8s) are aligned at the same
depth in the model, they appear shifted in the seismic recording because of their
activation time lag.
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Figure 1: Synthetic microseismic model (left) and forward modeling data (right).
Sources are activated at 0.5s, 0.6s, 0.8s, 0.9s,respectively from left to right. Ampli-
tudes of the sources increase from left to right.

Figure 2 shows the construction of reverse-shifted hypercube. Data is sprayed
to an extended dimension—reverse-time shift, then shifted along the time axis and
padded after recording time. The time shift compensates for activation time lag of
the passive seismic events. Migration can be performed on each t-x slice of this data
hypercube.

After processing with proposed path-integral time-domain diffraction imaging on
the extended dataset D(t, x, τ), some slices of the image volume I(t0, x0, τ) are shown
in Figure 3. The path-integral migration only requires velocity limits (maximum and
minimum values of velocity) instead of detailed velocity model estimation; for this
constant velocity model, we add 0.3km/s of velocity uncertainty in the migration.
At the delay times corresponding to the true activation times (0.5s, 0.6s and 0.8s),
the sources focus at their true locations; at other incorrect activation time (0.7s), no
event focuses.

Using amplitude envelope stacking, Laplacian sharpening and then converting to
depth coordinates, a stacking image of source localizations is shown in Figure 4 with
comparison between the true model and time-domain migration image. Although
noise contaminates localization image, the four sources are easy to identify as a clear
pattern. The spatial localizations match the sources locations in the synthetic model.

In the image in Figure 4, we can pick four sources’ spatial locations; another task
is to determine their activation times. Extracting the time-shift traces from image
volume I(t0, x0, τ) at four picked sources positions, the traces are shown in Figure 5.
From the upper to the lower part, the wavelets in the trace indicates onsets of the
corresponding source. The temporal activation times match the onsets in the model.

Our next example includes a more complicated velocity model, cropped from
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from rsf.proj import *

## Define functions
def grey(custom):
    return '''grey labelsz=11 labelfat=3 titlesz=15 titlefat=3
    scalebar=n
    %s''' % (custom)
def grey3(custom):
    return '''byte gainpanel=all bar=bar.rsf |
    grey3 labelsz=7 labelfat=3 titlesz=12 titlefat=3
    point1=0.8 point2=0.8 frame1=700 frame2=60
    scalebar=n flat=n label3="Reverse Shift" unit3=s
    %s''' % (custom)

## Generate synthetic microseismic data
## - Setting up model parameters
nt=2500
dt=0.001 # 1000Hz sampling rate
nx=140
dx=0.015
x0=0.0
nz=140
dz=0.015
z0=0.0
nab=30 # absorbing boundary size
## - Construct layer media vel model
Flow('top',None,'''spike mag=1.500
    n1=60 d1=%g o1=%g n2=%d d2=%g o2=%g'''%(dz,-nab*dz,nx+2*nab,dx,-nab*dx))
Flow('mid',None,'''spike mag=1.500
    n1=70 d1=%g n2=%d d2=%g o2=%g'''%(dz,nx+2*nab,dx,-nab*dx))
Flow('bot',None,'''spike mag=1.500
    n1=70 d1=%g n2=%d d2=%g o2=%g'''%(dz,nx+2*nab,dx,-nab*dx))
Flow('vel','top mid bot',
    '''cat axis=1 ${SOURCES[1:3]} | smooth rect1=8 repeat=2 |
    put unit1="km" unit2="km" label1="Depth" lable2="Distance"''')
# Result('vel',
#     grey('barreverse=y title="Velocity model"'))
## - Create subsurface scatterer sources (totally 4)
Flow('data0 snaps','vel',
    '''psp snaps=${TARGETS[1]} verb=y cmplx=n
    vref=1.500 ps=y nt=%d dt=%g snap=1 abc=y nbt=%d ct=0.01 src=0
    n_srcs=4 spz=80,90,90,100 spx=80,90,110,120 f0=30,30,30,30
    t0=0.5,0.6,0.8,0.9 A=1.5e6,2.0e6,2.5e6,3.0e6'''%(nt,dt,nab))
Flow('src',None,
    '''spike n1=%d n2=%d d1=%f d2=%f nsp=4
    k1=80,90,90,100 k2=80,90,110,120 mag=5 |
    smooth rect1=2 rect2=2 repeat=1'''%(nz+2*nab,nx+2*nab,dz,dx))
# Flow('data','data0','''cp |
#     put o2=0.0 n3=1 d3=0.1 o3=0.0''')
Flow('data','data0','''noise var=0.05 type=y seed=1573 |
    put o2=0.0 n3=1 d3=0.1 o3=0.0''')
# Flow('data','data0','''shapeagc eps=0 rect1=40 rect2=10 |
#     put o2=0.0 n3=1 d3=0.1 o3=0.0''')
# Result('snaps','put o1=0.0 o2=0.0 | window j3=10 |'+
#     grey('gainpanel=a color=g title="Microseismic propagation"'))
Plot('data',
    grey('title="Synthetic microseismic record"'))

## Output model
Flow('sov','vel src','add mode=a scale=1,1 ${SOURCES[1]}')
Plot('sov',
    'window f1=%d n1=%d f2=%d n2=%d | put o1=0 o2=0 |'%(nab,nz,nab,nx)+
    grey('''allpos=y bias=1.5 barreverse=y minval=1.5 maxval=3
        pclip=100 title="Source Over Velocity Model"
        barlabel="V" barunit="m/s"'''))
Result('data-simple','sov data','SideBySideIso')

## Calculate delayed migration
ndelay=80
maxdelay=1.10
mindelay=0.30
shiftdata = []
for idelay in range(0,ndelay):
    delay = mindelay + idelay*(maxdelay-mindelay)/ndelay
    shifted = 'shifted-%d'%idelay
    Flow(shifted,'data','shift del1=-%g | cut f1=%d'%(delay,nt-delay/dt))
    shiftdata.append(shifted)
# Concatenate delayed data
Flow('shift',shiftdata,'''cat axis=3 ${SOURCES[1:%d]} |
    put n3=%d d3=%g o3=%g'''%
    (ndelay,ndelay,(maxdelay-mindelay)/ndelay,mindelay))
Result('shift',
    grey3('frame3=40 wanttitle=n'))
Flow('mig2','shift',
    '''t2warp pad=%g | fft1 | fft3 axis=2 |
    gpi3dzo v_0=3.0 v_a=2.85 v_b=3.15 beta=70.0 |
    fft3 axis=2 inv=y | fft1 inv=y | t2warp inv=y
    '''%nt,split=[3,'omp'])
Result('mig2','window max1=1.4 |'+
    grey3('''frame3=40 title="Shifted Kirchhoff migration movie"
        label1="Vertical Time"'''))

## Output focusing demo
active = [0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8]
activations = []
for i in range(4):
    time = active[i]
    activation = 'activation-%d'%(i+1)
    Plot(activation,'mig2','window n3=1 f3=%g |'%((time-mindelay)/0.01)+
        'window max1=1.4 |'+
        grey('label1="Vertical Time" title="Shift = %gs"'%time))
    activations.append(activation)
Result('act',activations,'TwoRows')

## Output delay-time traces
locx = [0.75,0.9,1.2,1.35]
loct = [0.5,0.6,0.6,0.7]
traces = []
for i in range(4):
    trace = 'trace-%d'%i
    Flow(trace,'mig2','''window n1=1 n2=1 f1=%d f2=%d |
        math output="-input+%g"'''%(loct[i]/dt,locx[i]/dx,-0.30*i))
    # Plot(trace,'''graph max2=2.0 min2=-0.5
    #     label1="Time Lag" wantaxis2=n wanttitle=n''')
    traces.append(trace)
Flow('traces',traces,'cat axis=2 ${SOURCES[1:4]}')
Result('trc','traces',
    '''wiggle label1="Time lag" yreverse=y
    min2=0.4995 max2=0.5035 wantaxis2=n wanttitle=n''')

## Build envelope movie
Flow('env','mig2','envelope')
# Result('env','window j3=5 |'+
#     grey3('movie=3 title="Image envelope"'))

## Stack over time-delay, diffraction stacking
Flow('vel-no-abs','vel',
    'window f1=%d n1=%d f2=%d n2=%d | put o1=0 o2=0'%(nab,nz,nab,nx))
Flow('envstack','env vel-no-abs',
    '''stack axis=3 prod=n | time2depth velocity=${SOURCES[1]}
    nz=%d dz=%f twoway=n | put label1=Depth uni1=km |
    smooth rect1=2 rect2=2'''%(nx,dx))
Flow('envlap','envstack','laplac')
# Flow('migstack','envstack envlap','add mode=m ${SOURCES[1]}')
Flow('migstack','envlap','cp')
Plot('migstack',grey('''pclip=99.5
    title="Stacking Image" color=e'''))
Result('migstack-simple','sov migstack','SideBySideIso')

End()
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Figure 2: Shifted data hypercube. Data is sprayed on another reverse-shift dimension,
then shifted on each slice corresponding to the reverse-shift value.

the Marmousi model (Versteeg, 1994) to test the stability of the proposed time-
migration method in the presence of velocity heterogenities. Figure 6 demonstrates
this synthetic model. The sources are divided into three groups, activated from left
to right, resembling the three stages of fracture growth in hydraulic fracturing.

Instead of stacking along all reverse-shift values, stacking can also be performed
within a sliding time window that includes certain stages of the injection. Figure 7 is
the stacking image within the first, second, third stage and the full range of injection,
respectively. We applied thresholding after envelope stacking and converted time-
coordinate images to depth coordinates using the same velocity model for comparison.
Microseismic events activated at the corresponding stage are focused, while other
events that are not activated in this stage are defocused and suppressed after envelope
stacking. Stacking image over full range shows all three stages of sources.

Figure 8 shows the stacking image over full range of stages superimposed on the
velocity model.

DISCUSSION

Our examples considered microseismic sources as impulsive compressional sources
similar to subsurface scatteres that generate diffractions. As noted by Anikiev et al.
(2013) and Staněk et al. (2015), microseismic sources are mostly shear sources that
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Figure 3: Passive seismic energy focus, corresponding to their true on sets, at their
locations.

Figure 4: Microseismic imaging result of first synthetic example. Comparison between
(left) synthetic model and (right) microseismic imaging after envelope stacking and

Laplacian sharpening.
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Figure 5: Four traces extracted from image volume I(t0, x0, τ) at four picked source

positions.

Figure 6: Source locations over velocity model. Three groups subsurface microseismic
sources are activated from left to right. This is similar to the three stages of fracture
system growth in hydraulic fracturing.
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from rsf.proj import *

## Define functions
def grey(custom):
    return '''grey labelsz=11 labelfat=3 titlesz=15 titlefat=3
    scalebar=n
    %s''' % (custom)
def grey3(custom):
    return '''byte gainpanel=all bar=bar.rsf |
    grey3 labelsz=7 labelfat=3 titlesz=12 titlefat=3
    point1=0.8 point2=0.8 frame1=700 frame2=60
    scalebar=n flat=n
    %s''' % (custom)
def plot_src(custom):
    return '''graph symbol=* yreverse=y wanttitle=n
    wantaxis1=n wantaxis2=n min2=0 max2=1500 min1=0 max1=3000
    symbolsz=9 plotcol=7 plotfat=1 scalebar=n %s''' % (custom)
def plot_vel(custom):
    return '''grey labelsz=11 labelfat=3 titlesz=15 titlefat=3
    barreverse=y scalebar=y mean=y barlabel="Velocity" barunit="m/s"
    label1="Depth" unit1=m label2="Horizon" unit2=m
    title="Frac Model" color=j %s''' % (custom)

## Generate synthetic microseismic data
## - Setting up model parameters
nt=2501
dt=0.001 # 1000Hz sampling rate
t0=0.0
nx=251
dx=12 # 12m horizontal interval
x0=0.0
nz=126
dz=12 # 8m vertical interval
z0=0.0
nab=50 # absorbing boundary size
cab=0.005 # absorbing coefficient

## - Create vel model by crop Marmousi
Fetch('marmvel.hh',"marm")
Flow('vel','marmvel.hh','''dd form=native |
    window min1=0 max1=1000 min2=0 max2=3000 j1=2 j2=3 |
    put d1=12 o1=0 o2=0 | smooth rect1=4 rect2=4''')
Plot('vel',plot_vel('color=j scalebar=n'))
Plot('vel1','vel',plot_vel('title="Frac Model Stage 1"'))
Plot('vel2','vel',plot_vel('title="Frac Model Stage 2"'))
Plot('vel3','vel',plot_vel('title="Frac Model Stage 3"'))

## Create subsurface scatterer sources (totally 18)
Flow('src','vel','''spray axis=3 n=%d d=%f o=0 |
    spike nsp=18
    k1=100,104,112,102,107,110,99,103,108,95,101,107,80,84,90,76,81,86
    k2=43,38,38,29,25,31,126,127,125,118,115,115,211,207,201,203,201,202
    k3=200,210,220,225,230,240,500,510,520,530,535,540,800,810,815,820,830,835
    mag=3,5,6,3,4,8,4,3,6,4,4,4,3,6,7,5,6,7 |
    transp plane=13 memsize=5000 | ricker1 frequency=25 |
    transp plane=13 memsize=5000''' %(nt,dt))

## Output model
Flow('src-all-z','SOURCES.txt',
    '''txt2rsf n1=2 n2=18 | window n1=1 f1=0 |
    dd type=float | math output="input*%f"'''%(dz))
Flow('src-all-x','SOURCES.txt',
    '''txt2rsf n1=2 n2=18 | window n1=1 f1=1 |
    dd type=float | math output="input*%f"'''%(dx))
Flow('src-all','src-all-x src-all-z','cmplx ${SOURCES[1]}')
# - sources of 3 stages
Flow('src-stage1','src-all','window n1=6')
Flow('src-stage2','src-all','window f1=6 n1=6')
Flow('src-stage3','src-all','window f1=12 n1=6')
## - Plot source distribution
Plot('src-all',plot_src(''))
Result('sov','vel src-all','Overlay')
Plot('src-stage1',plot_src(''))
Plot('sov-stage1','vel1 src-stage1','Overlay')
Plot('src-stage2',plot_src(''))
Plot('sov-stage2','vel2 src-stage2','Overlay')
Plot('src-stage3',plot_src(''))
Plot('sov-stage3','vel3 src-stage3','Overlay')

## Generate data by forward propagation
Flow('data0 snaps','src vel',
    '''passive2d nt=%d dt=%f pas=y abc=y nb=%d cb=%f
    depth=1 snap=10 velocity=${SOURCES[1]} wave=${TARGETS[1]}
    verb=y | put unit2=m'''%(nt,dt,nab,cab))
# - add noise
Flow('data','data0','noise var=0.005 type=y seed=1573 | pow pow1=0.5')
# Flow('data','data0','shapeagc eps=0 rect1=40 rect2=10')
# Result('snaps','window j3=10 |'+
#     grey('gainpanel=a color=g title="Microseismic propagation"'))
# Plot('data',
#     grey('title="Synthetic Microseismic Data"'))
# Result('data','sov data','SideBySideIso')

# ## Snapshots
# snaptime = [0.3,0.6,0.9,1.2]
# snapshots = []
# for snap in range(4):
#     pause = snaptime[snap]
#     snapshot = 'snapshot-%d'%(snap+1)
#     Plot(snapshot,'snaps','window min3=%f max3=%f |'%(pause,pause)+
#         grey('''label1="Depth" uni1=m label2="Horizon" unit2=m
#             min1=0 max1=%f min2=0 max2=%f color=g
#             title="Snapshot at time %gs"'''%(nz*dz,nx*dx,pause)))
#     snapshots.append(snapshot)
# Result('snapshots',snapshots,'TwoRows')

## Calculate delayed migration
ndelay=100
maxdelay=1.10
mindelay=0.10
shiftdata = []
shiftmig = []
for idelay in range(0,ndelay):
    delay = mindelay + idelay*(maxdelay-mindelay)/ndelay
    shifted = 'shifted-%d'%idelay
    Flow(shifted,'data','''shift del1=-%g | cut f1=%d
        '''%(delay,nt-delay/dt))
    shiftdata.append(shifted)
## - Concatenate delayed data
Flow('shift',shiftdata,'''cat axis=3 ${SOURCES[1:%d]} |
    put n3=%d d3=%g o3=%g'''%
    (ndelay,ndelay,(maxdelay-mindelay)/ndelay,mindelay))
# Result('shift',
#     grey3('frame3=40 title="Shifted Data Cube"'))
Flow('mig','shift',
    '''put d2=0.012 | t2warp pad=%g | fft1 | fft3 axis=2 |
    gpi3dzo v_0=3.6 v_a=3.5 v_b=3.7 beta=30.0 |
    fft3 axis=2 inv=y | fft1 inv=y | t2warp inv=y |
    put d2=12'''%(nt),split=[3,'omp'])
# Result('mig','window max1=0.85 |'+
#     grey('title="Shifted Kirchhoff migration movie"'))

## Build envelope movie
Flow('env','mig','window max1=1.00 | envelope')
# Result('env','window j3=5 |'+
#     grey3('movie=3 title="Image envelope"'))

## Demo for stages
begtime=[0.1,0.4,0.75]
endtime=[0.4,0.75,1.0]
for stage in range(3):
    begin = begtime[stage]
    end = endtime[stage]

    env = 'env-stage%d'%(stage+1)
    Flow(env,'env','window min3=%f max3=%f'%(begin,end))

    envstack = 'envstack-stage%d'%(stage+1)
    envlap = 'envlap-stage%d'%(stage+1)
    migstack = 'migstack-stage%d'%(stage+1)
    Flow(envstack,env,'stack axis=3 prod=n | smooth rect1=2 rect2=2 | tclip lowercut=0.045')
    Flow(envlap,[envstack,'vel'],
        '''laplac | time2depth dz=%f nz=%d
        velocity=${SOURCES[1]} twoway=n |
        put label1=Depth unit1=m''')
    # Flow(migstack,[envstack,envlap],
    #     'add mode=m ${SOURCES[1]}')
    Flow(migstack,envlap,'cp')
    Plot(migstack,'despike2 wide1=3 wide2=3 |'+
        grey('''pclip=99.8 color=e
            title="Image of Stage %d"'''%(stage+1)))

    # sov = 'sov-stage%d'%(stage+1)
    # Result(migstack,[sov,migstack],'SideBySideIso')

## Stack over time-delay, diffraction stacking
Flow('envstack','env',
    '''stack axis=3 prod=n | smooth rect1=2 rect2=2 |
    tclip lowercut=0.021''')
Flow('envlap','envstack vel',
    '''laplac | time2depth dz=%f nz=%d velocity=${SOURCES[1]}
    twoway=n | put label1=Depth unit1=m | despike2 wide1=3 wide2=3''')
# Flow('migstack','envstack envlap','add mode=m ${SOURCES[1]}')
Flow('migstack','envlap','cp')
Plot('migstack','despike2 wide1=3 wide2=3 |'+
    grey('''pclip=99.8 title="Image with All Stages" color=e'''))
# Result('migstack','sov migstack','SideBySideIso')
Result('migstack','migstack-stage1 migstack-stage2 migstack-stage3 migstack',
    'TwoRows')

## Image over velocity model
Flow('mig-vel','migstack vel','''despike2 wide1=3 wide2=3 |
    add scale=120000,1 ${SOURCES[1]}''')
Result('mig-vel',grey('''minval=1500 maxval=2371.36 mean=y
    title="Image over Velocity Model" pclip=94 color=j'''))

End()
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Figure 7: Stacking images over first, second and third stage of injection and full range
of reverse-time shifting.
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Figure 8: Microseismic imaging with full range of stages, superimposed on velocity
model.

have different radiation patterns. For example, the stacking value along moveout
curve of a double-couple source event is ideally zero. Therefore, a radiation pat-
tern correction for the source mechanism should be taken into account in diffraction
imaging applied to passive data.

Conversion from time coordinates to depth coordinates after time-domain imag-
ing is necessary and requires time-domain velocity analysis. Velocity analysis can be
performed along with the migration process, by using the double path-integral formu-
lation (Schleicher and Costa, 2009; Merzlikin and Fomel, 2015). Recent advances in
time-domain seismic imaging bring other possibilities, including velocity-independent
imaging using local slopes (Fomel, 2007; Cooke et al., 2009) and time-to-depth con-
version in the presence of lateral-velocity variations (Cameron et al., 2008; Li and
Fomel, 2015).

CONCLUSIONS

Microseismic source localization can be improved by migration-type diffraction imag-
ing methods that stack passive seismic events along the moveout curves.

Compared to depth migration, diffraction-type time-domain migration is less sen-
sitive to the subsurface velocity model. Path-integral migration can focus microseis-
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mic events in time-domain efficiently using only crude velocity limits. It can also
serve as a tool for providing velocity information.

By spraying seismic data into a time-reverse shift hypercube, migration is per-
formed on each slice of the shifted data and results in a time-shifted migration image
that resembles the propagation of microseismic wavefield. By stacking the envelope
along time-reverse shift axis, energies are focused at sources locations in the time-
domain image. Our synthetic examples show that the proposed method can be stable
in the presence of random noise and velocity heterogenities.
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